Active Shooter/Active Threat - How to Survive
Quiz
Directions: Read each statement carefully and circle the response that best answers the question.
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1. Which of the following statements regarding active shooters is accurate?

A. The majority of active shooters are males acting alone.
B. Active shooters target victims with the same physical characteristics as the person they are
upset with.
C. Active shooters are most often between 30-39 years old.
D. All of the above
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2. Where have the majority of active shootings taken place?
A. Educational institutions (schools)
B. Areas of commerce (businesses)
C. Places of worship (churches)
D. Healthcare facilities (hospitals)

3. Which of the following are possible indicators of workplace violence in a coworker?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Obsession with weapons
Decline in hygiene
Direct or implied threats
All of the above

4. Tim is reading the paper in the break room when he overhears a heated conversation. Todd is
agitated about his boss’s refusal to promote him. Todd says, “He’ll get what’s coming to him soon
enough.” After hearing this, what should Tim do?
Nothing; Todd is just “blowing off steam.”
Nothing; what Todd says and does on his break is nobody’s business.
Tim should let his supervisor or Human Resources know about the conversation he overheard.
Tim should wait until he has more evidence Todd may be violent before saying anything.
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5. Which of the following are signs of an active shooting in progress?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Gunfire, people being held hostage, and doors to the outside blocked.
Gunfire, sounds of hysteria, and people running.
Fire alarm sounding, people running, and loud whistling sounds.
Fire alarm sounding, cut phone lines, and computer programs not working.
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